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Chapter 2

Personal Heaviness:
Defining and Defending Countercultural Masculinity in the 

Haight-Ashbury

Free form means no rules to rely on, means man to man confrontation

and the only consideration is personal heaviness.

—"Twisted" (an unidentified Digger)

The Diggers and the Postwar "Crisis of Masculinity"

The Diggers, like all their American contemporaries, were heirs to a conflict over

the place of white women in the authority structure of American society that first

took shape, according to historian Lori D. Ginzberg, in the decades after the

American Revolution. It was at that time, she argues, that white women of the

nascent middle class laid claim to a public identity as moral reformers, based on

the moral purity that presumptively distinguished all women from worldly,

self-interested men. During the years when radical abolitionists distanced

themselves from what they saw as corrupt institutions and embraced moral

suasion as the means to the transformation of a society that derived wealth from

the exploitation of the poor and the enslaved, some evangelical women

capitalized on that sense of women's moral superiority and solidarity to bring

forward proposals for a sweeping transformation of the social order through direct

confrontation of the immorality of men of all classes, including their own. This

vision of the purification of American society through women's moral uplift of

men, says Ginzberg, quickly ran afoul of its limitations: when women activists

accused men of their own class of moral improprieties, such as the exploitation of

prostitutes, the accused turned the tables, questioning the moral purity of women

who would dare discuss such indecencies in public. The male leadership of the

abolition movement weathered this storm. In the 1850s, as they recognized not

only the risks to their own reputations engendered by strict adherence to moral

suasion, but also its practical limitations as a strategy for social change, they

developed a renewed interest in party politics as a means of access to state

power. After the Civil War, with the expansion of the state's involvement in

charitable and social-welfare endeavors, the conflation of women's difference and

morality served the much narrower interests of the newly dominant white middle

class. Benevolent women, now isolated as a professional elite in male-controlled

institutions of social welfare, helped defend the hegemony of the middle class

through regulation of the poor and through maintaining the marginalization of

people of color.

This story might seem far removed from hippies' efforts to create a new social

order. But as Ginzberg points out, the nineteenth-century conflation of arguments
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about women's inherent morality with arguments about women's sameness as

and difference from men formed an enduring legacy of the mystification of gender

relations—one that only deepened as science usurped the social authority of

religion. Reading between the lines of Ginzberg's assessment of the historical

significance of this nineteenth-century conflation, it becomes clear that

Freudianism, behaviorism, and sexual science appropriated and restated, rather

than problematizing, evangelical Protestantism's conflation of moral and gender

ideologies, and handed them on, unresolved.

That this complex of ideologies was a conflation meant that it had to be

renegotiated in every generation. In the post-World War Two United States, a

new generation of experts and pundits debated women's place in society and the

"battle of the sexes." At one extreme, some authorities, like Marynia Farnham

and Ferdinand Lundberg, decried the "masculinization" of women, and mothers'

neglect of children during the war, urging a return to feminine domesticity. At the

other extreme, Philip Wylie warned that the nation's mothers were smothering

their children with attention. Such extremes created openings for "reasonable"

voices to prevail, conceding the legitimacy of women's desire for paid

employment while framing that desire as in no sense an abandonment of their

primal instinct to nurture. The mothers of the baby boom, in Ginzberg's words,

had "inherited, not resolved" the "century-long debate over gender difference and

sameness, as well as the relationship of those ideologies to charity, social change,

and class."

Less often remembered today is that this ongoing attempt to finesse women's

difference from and sameness with men involved hand-wringing over a seemingly

unheralded "crisis" of bourgeois masculinity. The strident extremes of the postwar

dialogue represented not simply denunciations of women's willfulness, but also a

defense of the husbands and sons who were its purported victims. Farnham's and

Wylie's vociferous, if conflicting appeals for a return to difference afforded Arthur

Schlesinger Jr. an opportunity to plead for the reasonableness of sex-role

adjustments premised on a more expansive view of the traits common to both

sexes. In an opinion piece for Esquire in 1958, the eminent historian conceded

that yes, "the roles of male and female are increasingly merged in the American

household," and the bastions of public male exclusivity had been falling, one by

one, since late in the previous century. But, he said, the bearers of extreme views

had clearly overstated their respective cases; Schlesinger chided both Farnham

and Wylie, retorting that "the implications of the argument that the American man

has been unmanned by the emancipation of the American woman is that the

American man was incapable of growing up." Rather than sending Mom back to

the home, or restoring husbands to their former status as pater familias, the way

for "men to become men again," he argued, was to cultivate their individuality

within the (purportedly) egalitarian family by developing their intellectual and
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artistic sensibilities.

The Diggers' invention of an "outlaw" variant of countercultural manhood in the

1960s constituted a new dimension of this postwar dialogue of crisis. Rather few

white men of their fathers' generation, and perhaps even fewer men of color, had

taken the urbane Schlesinger's advice. For most, military service had been a

defining moment of collective masculine identity formation—and one reinforced by

the upward mobility and the deep commitment to breadwinning and householder

status that characterized so many white men's postwar lives.  In their efforts to

promote an anarchist vision of countercultural radicalism, the Diggers distanced

themselves sharply from their fathers' military manliness. They proclaimed long

hair as a symbol of hip virility, rejected the older generation's equation of

masculinity with whiteness and suburban respectability, and created an impudent

theater of the streets that denied the legitimacy of the state's regulation of

conduct in public places. What emasculated the American man, they argued, was

not so much Wylie's "Momism" (although the Diggers claimed that mothers

played the part, as we will see, of "avatars of Delilah"), but the myriad forms of

deference to hierarchical authority induced by loyalty to the institution of private

property.

As they distinguished themselves from straight men, the Diggers also marked the

differences between themselves and other hippies. They staked a claim to

leadership in the counterculture based partly on what they saw as the contrast

between their outlaw virility and the effeminacy of the mystically inclined. The

Digger anarchists and pacifist mystics prosecuted this sharp rivalry within implicit

limits, but it profoundly shaped social relations within the enclave from 1966 to

1968.

Defying Their Fathers: Digger Opposition to Straight Manhood

Digger men defined their differences from the generation of their fathers along

multiple dimensions. When it came to the cultural politics of appearance, they

shared a stance with other hippie men. For example, the Diggers defended the

"freak flag"—long hair—with the same vigor (though not always the same tactics)

as did other hip men. Harassment of long-haired men quickly became a ritual of

straight male bonding. Reporter Clay Geerdes recorded one such incident in May

1969:

I recall a Be-in in Fresno at Roeding Park one Sunday afternoon. I was
sitting near a group of young farm boys, all crewcut, a few wearing

cowboy shirts and levis, engraved boots, and all drinking beer. A young

man with shoulder-length hair walked by. "Hey lookadat. Isn't she cute?
Hey, little girl, does yore mama know you're out?" Lots of laughs. The

young man went on his way, paying no attention, on his own trip. One

of the cowboys called out after him: "Hey, honey, how about gettin' in
ya?" For the cowboys, longhair meant femininity and nothing else.
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Hippie men responded to such challenges to their manliness in a variety of ways.

Mystically oriented hippies usually responded with the same studied indifference

practiced by the man in the vignette. In their writings, they took an almost purely

Rousseauvian approach, defending their "natural" appearance as truly superior in

terms evocative of the Noble Savage, whose return would mark the collapse of an

unnatural way of life. "Clearly," wrote Geerdes, "the Tac[tical Squad] cop with his

baton is the modern counterpart of the bone-wielding killer ape, while the

longhaired hippy represents . . . a regression to an earlier, primitive level of

development"—but one that promised "intellectually a progression into the

future."

While the Diggers concurred that the long-haired man pointed the way to the

future, they did not imagine him a pacifist. Instead, he resembled the Native

American warriors, Hell's Angels, Western gunslingers, and Black Panthers who

defended their liberty with force when necessary. The Diggers impugned the

manhood of their opponents with the same relish with which the "cowboys" in

Roeding Park labeled as effeminate the man with long hair:

ARE THE MOTHERS OF AMERICA AVATARS OF DELILAH?

HAS THE BARBER'S UNION INFILTRATED THE ENTIRE SOCIETY?

WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH HAIR?
DURING MOST OF RECORDED HISTORY MEN HAVE WORN THEIR

     HAIR BELOW THE COLLAR. . . .

NOW THAT THE TREND HAS SHIFTED BACK TOWARD A MORE
NATURAL GROWTH, THOSE PREFERRING CLIPPERS TO TRESSES

     HAVE REACTED WITH

THE SORT OF RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION ONE COULD EXPECT IF
     THEIR OWN BALLS

HAD BEEN THREATENED.

Why, the Diggers asked, with tongues planted firmly in cheek, did the World War

Two generation react with such panic? They charged that straight men suffered

from jealousy of hippies' more robust sexual life and freedom from the cares of

the striving individual, of which long hair served as an unwelcome reminder. They

advised fellow freaks not to "get bugged—just be beautiful. And long may it

wave!"

Confrontations with the police served as another means by which the Diggers

distinguished their manliness from that of their fathers' generation. In the many

happenings they staged in the Haight-Ashbury, the Diggers pursued a strategy of

drawing unwitting police officers into their guerrilla-theater productions. They

attempted to use the police as foils against which their anarchism would stand in

sharp contrast.

The police frequently obliged. Sometimes, as in the Full Moon Celebration of

Halloween, discussed in the previous chapter, they publicly confirmed Digger
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accusations of repressive heavy-handedness. In 1967, the group issued a handbill

that advised hippies on how to interact with the police. "If, during this or any

future love feast, The Man chooses to assert his balls, pay for his leather & shit on

The Constitution by busting you, these simple rules will make the experience

more entertaining for you & more educational for him." Borrowing from the

Gandhian techniques of civil-rights and antiwar protesters, they recommended

that free men should neither resist nor cooperate with police during arrests.

Rather, hippies should "GO LIMP!!!!! If he really wants you, let The Man carry you

. . . , which may even give him a hernia or heart attack."

While carefully chosen confrontations could further their political aims, Digger

men's expertise in reading the manly behavior of straight opponents helped them

to avoid conflicts that they could not win. In late June 1967, Berg, Grogan,

Fritsch, and Murcott decided to travel to Denton, Michigan to attend—and

disrupt—a meeting of the Students for a Democratic Society. They rented a car

using a stolen credit card. On the way, they stopped in a bar in Kalamazoo for

food. The bar's exterior fooled them: once inside, they unexpectedly found

themselves surrounded by a hundred burly steelworkers celebrating the end of

the work-week. The room fell silent when the four Diggers crossed the room to

the bar. As the longhairs ordered food and drinks, the steelworkers began to stir

and whisper; comments about "beatniks and hippies" hung in the air, although,

according to Grogan, "never loud enough to become a challenge." The situation

seemed manageable: the hippies' disciplined silence and avoidance of eye contact

with all but the bartender (to whom Grogan had flashed a twenty-dollar bill,

signaling that payment was certain) had kept the simmering workers from

erupting. Then, Berg, "for some singular, absurd, irrational reason of his own,"

took a pool cue from a rack and returned to his barstool. The working-class

Grogan, who had spent time in bars and prisons, glowered at his companion,

worried that the steelworkers would interpret this as a defensive posture. Many of

the workers simply saw it as absurd: a roar of laughter swept through the room.

But Grogan noticed that some were not laughing—and one, a bit

drunk—approached "to see whether [Berg] wanted to play out the move he'd just

made."

Before Berg could respond to the man's slurred challenge, Grogan slipped in front

of his brother, and politely announced that he, not the diminutive Berg, was going

to play a game. The drunken man, liking his odds less when faced with a more

formidable opponent, sauntered back to his chair. Luckily for the group, a

younger, nonbelligerent man accepted Grogan's challenge. Grogan took care to

rack the balls "using only his forearms and hands to shape them together,"

signaling to his audience that he "knew what to do with a pool table." Shooting

first, he sank several shots quickly to establish his skill; then, he deliberately

missed an easy shot, allowing the other man to take over and win the game on
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his home turf. Grogan shook the man's hand, paid his lost bet, bought the victor

a drink, and rejoined his companions at the bar. His deference to the locals paid

off: the four Diggers emerged from the bar unscathed.

The Diggers' efforts to distinguish themselves from the generation of their fathers

involved the mobilization of both material and cognitive resources. As we saw in

the previous chapter, their network of free stores and free food distribution

constituted the germ of an anarchistic economy. As the symbol of this

underground economy, they created the "1% Free" poster described in the

introduction. The Diggers' use of the slogan in the poster fixed the archetypal

form of hip manhood from a Digger perspective: socially marginal, dangerous,

dedicated to evading modern time-disciplined work and professional success, and

free from bourgeois family responsibilities.

The Repudiation of Whiteness

"White Negro" Anarchists

From the Diggers' perspective, the typical white bourgeois couple—the husband

playing the role of the emasculated Samson, short haired and stripped of his

strength, and the wife an emasculating avatar of Delilah—hid behind the

truncheons of the police for fear of the virility of marginalized men. Bourgeois

men particularly feared what the Diggers valorized as the self-confident

masculinity of African Americans. Like Norman Mailer before them, the Diggers

believed that black men had survived the harshness of white supremacy by

preserving a more authentic and "primitive" form of manhood. Certainly, the

rhetorical and sartorial style cultivated by the Black Panthers provided dramatic

reinforcement of the anarchist hippies' viewpoint. Thus, one dimension of the

latter's efforts to distinguish themselves from the generation of their fathers

entailed the repudiation of their own white identity. Their first handbill, "World

Pure," argued that the police harassed hippies and blacks to suppress the freedom

of each.

Peter Coyote made this linkage with particular clarity in 1968. Adopting the

pseudonym "William Bonney" (in an admiring reference to the gunslinger Billy the

Kid), he related an incident at one of the Free City Collective happenings in front

of city hall. A judge, passing by the gathering of freaks on his way to the

courthouse, ordered one of them, Ron Thelin (formerly a co-owner of the

Psychedelic Shop) to remove the mask he was wearing. When Thelin ignored him,

the judge directed a police officer to arrest him under an obscure ordinance. To

Coyote and his fellows, this crude exercise of authority amounted to an assault on

Thelin's masculinity—and one with racialized roots:

There's [Thelin] looking all happy and real and the cops are pulling off

his mask like they were pulling down his pants, and they're searching
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him in front of all those people, and . . . doing their best to humiliate
him and why? It's about manhood and it's about lameness. America

kills black manhood by making black men slaves. She kills white

manhood by turning pale brothers into "white men." The lames kill their
own manhood doing things no man would do and pretending they HAVE

to [do so] because they're afraid to take care of themselves. So one

dude does something he wants to, WHEN he wants to and everybody
goes crazy, and gives the cops the go-ahead to get what scares them

the most: manhood, dignity, independence.

It was this perspective on the interrelation of race, manliness, and citizenship

that, earlier, had led the Diggers to embrace Beat poet Gary Snyder's call to "kill

the white man, / the 'American'" within.

The Diggers were not the only white youths drawn to black manhood. Historian

Alice Echols has argued that "white rock 'n' rollers" had, in the 1950s, "revolt[ed]

against domesticated masculinity." She suggests that exposure to this putatively

transgressive music had led many budding Euro-American radicals "to identify

with black men, whom they perceived as . . . having . . . 'masculinity to spare.'

. . ." She goes on to argue that this valorization of black manliness "may have

contributed to a shift in the U.S. color line." "This is not to say," she cautions,

"that racial boundaries aren't constantly re-articulated. . . . But if we want to get

at the sixties, we will have to consider that . . . rock 'n' roll helped prepare the

ground."

Where Echols finds the glass half full, I find it more than half empty. The Diggers'

racialized understanding of masculinity makes better sense when placed in the

historical context of the Euro-American tradition of bohemian romanticization of

African-American manliness. That tradition had clearly taken shape by the time of

the Harlem Renaissance. Historian David Levering Lewis observes of white

seekers who went "slumming" in black neighborhoods that

Some . . . were drawn to Harlem on the way to Paris because it seemed

to answer a need for personal nourishment and to confirm their vision

of cultural salvation coming from the margins of civilization. Some
expected the great renewal in the form of a political revolution and . . .

anticipated that the Afro-American would somehow play a major role in

destroying the old order. For others, the new religion of Freudianism,
with its sexual trapdoor under the ordered mind, transformed the

Afro-American's perceived lack of cultural assimilation from a liability

into a state of grace.

As numerous historians have shown, this valorization by whites of the black

"primitive" arose alongside, and partly in response to, the hegemonic white image

of the black man as the incorrigible sexual predator. White supremacists

proclaimed him a threat to white womanhood, and then responded with lynching

and the imposition of rigid segregation in the South, and with police surveillance,

ghettoization, and antimiscegenation laws elsewhere in the United States. In turn,
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this postbellum reorganization of race relations figured prominently in the

turn-of-the-century cultural ferment surrounding the meaning of white, bourgeois

manhood that Gail Bederman has termed the "discourse on civilization."

The fantasy of the 1920s sophisticates, that cultural salvation would spring from

the margins, grew out of the ferment Bederman describes and stood as a

temporally specific manifestation of modern bohemians' faith in derepression. This

faith was passed down to the Diggers through the Beats. As historian Erica Doss

has shown, in the 1960s the Black Panther leadership, heirs no less to this legacy

than the Diggers, drew on it to create "an image of masculine aggression and

streetwise militance in their dress, art, and political culture. . . . The Panthers'

urban guerrilla attire, for example, which [Huey] Newton and [Bobby] Seale

apparently designed after watching a movie about French underground resistance

fighters, also assimilated the cool, outsider stylistics of 1950s jazz and beat

culture and the macho, leather-clad look that Marlon Brando perfected in The Wild

One (1954)." While this Panther style won admirers of all races, it subliminally

confirmed, for many white spectators, their fantasies of the hypersexualized black

man. "Thus eroticized as racial others and fantasized as objects of desire"—and,

we might add, as models of virile, revolutionary manhood by white New Leftists

and Digger men—"the Panthers were dehumanized, sexually inflated, and

thoroughly severed from . . . a transformative political culture," thus diminishing

their capacity as agents of change. Moreover, as historian Steve Estes has

argued, the Black Power movement's claims of manly prerogatives clashed with

its ambition to defend human rights for all African Americans, leading to conflict

between the movement and black feminists.

Although the Diggers' valorization of black manhood partook uncritically in this

tradition, they, unlike the sophisticates who idealized black men from a safe

distance, forged a working alliance with the Panther firebrands. David Hilliard

remembers Emmett Grogan's deliveries of free food to the Panther headquarters

in positive terms: "Groggan [sic] sticks his head in the office. . . . "Potatoes and

beans today?" . . . Nothing of the eager-to-please liberal about [him]." In addition

to printing the first issue of the Panther newspaper and distributing free food, the

Diggers organized a fundraising benefit for Muhammad Ali during his battle to

avoid induction into the armed services. The Diggers voiced their support for the

Black Man's Free Store, founded by Panther activist Roy Ballard at 1099 McAllister

Street in April 1967.  At the same time, the Diggers cooperated with the

Panthers to minimize conflicts between hippies and those black youths who

regarded white flower children as easy targets for robbery and racial revenge. The

Panthers obliged with a notice to "Black brothers" ordering them to "stop vamping

on the hippies. They are not your enemy. . . . Your blind reactionary acts

endanger the BLACK PANTHER PARTY. . . . LEAVE THEM ALONE. Or—the BLACK

PANTHER PARTY will deal with you!"
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From their position in the countercultural vanguard, earned through their

publications, street theater, and close association with other Haight-Ashbury

"heavies," the Diggers encouraged a more thoroughgoing rejection of white

identity on the part of the "masses" of the enclave, excoriating them for failing to

confront their own racism. Exclaiming that the "HAIGHT/ASHBURY IS THE FIRST

SEGREGATED BOHEMIA I'VE EVER SEEN!" Chester Anderson of the

Communication Company (a collective that worked closely with the Diggers)

reminded hippies of recent history, when Euro-American bohemians had found

shelter and inspiration in enclaves of people of color.

"So Much to Manhood": The Tribal Mystique

In the process of repudiating whiteness, the Diggers drew not only on romantic

notions of the black primitive, but also from received notions of the Native

American warrior as Noble Savage. They were not the only Hashburians to do so.

Almost from the enclave's beginning, Stuart Brand's multimedia presentation,

"America Needs Indians," had offered images of Native Americans as repositories

of the tribal wisdom that could relieve white America's soul-numbing alienation.

Books on Native American spirituality, such as Black Elk Speaks, sold well at the

Psychedelic Shop, and freaks appropriated fringe, feathers, headbands,

moccasins, the sweat lodge, and tipis for the countercultural toolkit. Mystically

inclined hippies, as we shall see in part 2, studied the peyote ceremony of the

Native American Church in search of rituals that would reconnect the individual to

the cosmos and the earth.

In his memoir, Grogan offered a fanciful account of his initiation into the

mysteries of wilderness by a Native American man, interesting mostly for its

invocation of the Turnerian formula of wilderness as the touchstone of authentic

manhood, and, thus, the salvation of human freedom. He claims to have met

Little Bird in the latter part of April 1967, in Bill Fritsch's apartment. The

twenty-five year old Pueblo man, who "thoroughly maintained his Indianness,"

studied Grogan intently as the two shared a can of malt liquor. (We can wonder,

today, why Grogan saw this particular detail as significant enough to mention.) As

Grogan would have it, a mere half-hour later, the Pueblo invited him to his cabin

in northern New Mexico. Grogan surmised that this was because he, the

hardnosed New Yorker, "had the look of a man who could learn what every man

needs to learn about himself and what every Indian . . . already knows." Siena

Riffia and Cease, Little Bird's partner, accompanied the men to the cabin.

Little Bird outfitted the penniless hippie with a bow, a small-caliber rifle,

camouflage gear that would allow him to move through the woods unobserved,

and deer musk that would mask his scent to game animals. The Pueblo's

instruction, says Grogan, consisted mostly of wordless modeling of technique

during day-long treks. This approach required a Zen-like concentration on the
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present moment. Close proximity to animals, in "unspoiled" wilderness (his word),

fostered in the urban-dweller a sense of connection to the land that had eluded

him in previous sojourns in the countryside. Little Bird's invitation had not

explicitly included an offer to teach, and the anarchist had not come with the

intent to study. The question of what had drawn him into this quest—which

Grogan's narrative consistently frames as a rite of passage—accompanied him

during the long afternoons. Spotting a "magnificent stag," Grogan intuited that

the animal might well hold the answer to his question. Standing alone outside the

cabin at the end of the day, he wondered when the moment of initiation might

come; the sense of its nearness prompted a mixture of excitement and anxiety

"that there was so much to manhood and being a man."

During the first ten days of silent instruction, teacher and student killed nothing;

only when their food supplies ran low did they stalk game with genuine intent.

One part of Grogan's repudiation of whiteness was to acquire a new perspective

on the purpose of the hunt, taking only the game needed, rather than hunting for

the sport of overpowering the quarry. That this perspective came to him through

the silent tutelage of a Native American invokes a tacit opposition between his

new perspective and the back-slapping camaraderie of the stereotypical brightly

dressed, heavily armed, beer-guzzling sportsman Grogan might have become. His

friend Murcott sketched this inauthentic masculine image in a handbill that

appeared sometime in 1967 and was later incorporated into the longer "Mutants

Commune":

You can stick a gun in his hands, and fulfill the IMAGE of a man.

You can stick a girl in his arms, and fulfill the IMAGE of a lover.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
And you can give him a house, a job, radios, cars, . . . and fulfill

the image of being affluent

BUT

The only thing that will make him free . . . is knowing that he can
take care of all his needs himself. Alone.

Thus, one route to Digger free was to purge the inauthentic, white image of a

man through tutelage by an Indian in the wilderness. The first step toward

success in this effort came through a successful hunt for rabbit meat. Grogan

noticed that, as Little Bird carefully examined their kill for disease, he entered a

trance state, marked by trembling limbs, perspiration, and facial contortion. At

first, the New Yorker thought that his teacher's excitement was a response to

achievement; but, recalling the words of a hunting song Little Bird had taught

him, he realized that he was witnessing what LSD users called "ego death": the

target of the hunter's weapon is not the other, but rather his own unenlightened

self. Ego death cleared the way for the hunter's union with the land and its

creatures.
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This realization, and further practice with small game, prepared Little Bird's

student for his final test: a solitary journey into the hills for the magnificent stag

he had spotted earlier in their travels, a strong, courageous creature with whom

he had come to identify. Grogan plotted his approach in order to achieve "the

cleanest of kills," such that the animal would experience no terror. That achieved,

he loaded the animal on his back for the long return journey to the cabin. Little

Bird inspected Grogan's work, speaking but one word: "Good." As if on cue,

Grogan's narrative has Riffia and Cease emerge from the cabin to place a ritual

offering of food next to the fallen buck. "They, too," writes Grogan, felt pride in

his accomplishment, "for he was now a hunter—which was what his being there

was all about."

We can certainly call any number of details of this story into question, not the

least of which is Grogan's timeline. He claims to have spent a month in the cabin

with Little Bird. Yet he had returned to San Francisco from New York City on 9

April, organized a free concert in Golden Gate Park, composed and published a

com/co handbill on 20 April, and, on the way back to San Francisco, spent part of

29 April at a meeting in Santa Fe, at which he argued against the Thelins' plan to

hold another Be-In in the Grand Canyon. He returned to the Haight at about the

same time as the gun-toting Black Panthers made their visit to the California

legislature on 2 May.

Such skepticism about the details is important, but we should not forget historian

Dominick Cavallo's observation that "what matters about Grogan's odyssey into

the wilderness is not its status as history, but its role as mythology." For Cavallo,

Grogan's account is a Leatherstocking tale of "retreat[ing] into the wilderness,

and embrac[ing] the prospects for savagery, death, adventure, and freedom" that

such a journey offered "as a means of transforming himself."  We may take this

useful formulation one step further by noting the nature of the transformation

that Grogan represented for himself in this tale: the hunt became his Zen

archery, the activity that taught him how to achieve the trance state, which

reconnected him to the cosmos by extirpating his ego-laden white masculinity.

Yet in the same way that the Diggers' identification with black manhood drew

uncritically on longstanding bohemian traditions of the black primitive, so too did

Grogan's lyrical rendering of Little Bird as the Pueblo who "thoroughly

maintained" his Indian masculinity. In this case, Grogan drew on the long

tradition that historian Philip Deloria has called "playing Indian," in which, at

seemingly every turning point in the elaboration of American masculinity, white

men have adopted a "tribal" identity in order to distance themselves from those

elements of their European cultural heritage that impinged on their freedom to

remake themselves in the New World. Later, in the early 1970s, the Free Families

pressed much harder against the limits of this tradition than most other
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counterculturalists by developing ongoing relationships to living Indians—as they

had, in 1967, pressed against the limits of the bohemian tradition of valorizing

the black primitive. Even so, what remains absent in these later efforts is an

articulation of the problematic nature of these white traditions thorough enough

to call into question the notion that some group of "primitives" may have

preserved the route to an earlier Garden of Eden. The myth offers hope to those

caught up in a painful present; such myths die hard.

By proudly waving the "freak flag," staging showdowns with the police, and

repudiating white identity, the Diggers won a sterling reputation among many in

the Haight as masculine heavies worthy of admiration, emulation, and deference.

The acclaim was certainly not universal, however. Their strategy of manly

theatrical confrontation garnered criticism from mystics, and most notably, from

members of the Haight Independent Proprietors (HIP)—especially since Digger

manhood depended so heavily on disparaging comparisons to these elder

statesmen's supposed passivity and impotence.

Digger Virility versus Flower-Child Pacifism

Like virtually all Americans at the time, the Diggers assumed that power and

leadership rightfully belonged to the most authentically masculine of men. Thus,

one of their principle strategies for claiming leadership in the New Community

consisted of imputing effeminacy to their rivals, and the heavies of HIP bore the

brunt of Digger scorn. There were two sides to this dispute, however, and it will

be helpful to understand this gendered conflict among hip men from the

perspectives of both the Diggers and the mystics.

The most dedicated "flower children" of Psychedelphia could not have disagreed

more with the Diggers' cocky assertions of masculine superiority, primarily

because they regarded the Buddhist "third way" of nonconfrontation—neither

weak submission nor violent reaction—as the most authentic and reliable

approach to social change. They regarded masculinity and femininity—yang and

yin—as fundamental characteristics of the cosmic energy that generated and

permeated the material plane of existence. What they rejected in the use of force

was not masculinity per se, but rather the expression of the active principle,

yang, in an egoistic way, not balanced by an equal regard for the principle of

"feminine" receptivity. Unbalanced use of force, they warned, would create

greater conflict and resistance, not harmony and change. Thus, for them, pacifism

constituted not effeminacy, but a more evolved form of manliness.

The mystical heavies of the HIP brought this perspective on manly detachment

from violence to bear on the problems of Psychedelphia. As merchant-artists, they

depended on street traffic for their livelihoods and recognized the seriousness of

police brutality against hippies—they, too, numbered among those targeted. They
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encouraged hippies to avoid conflict; when avoidance was impossible, they

recommended turning the other cheek, and the cultivation of mutual trust and

respect between freaks and police.

Members of the Council for a Summer of Love, created and dominated by

members of HIP, advised the influx of youths during the summer of 1967 to

practice conflict avoidance. "Crowds on Haight Street make tricky leader-follower

scenes," they warned. "When cops face a crowd of people . . . , confused and

even deranged people can turn love into hate—if you let them take you on their

trip." Rather than following the "trip" of hip but misguided leaders such as the

Diggers, the Haight's elder statesmen advised new arrivals to "look instead to

teachers, gurus, friends, and your own inner light." To bolster the appeal of this

message, the authors linked it to a series of novels by J. R. R. Tolkien then

enjoying extraordinary popularity among the counterculturally inclined. "Hobbits,"

wrote Tolkien, "know how to disappear swiftly and silently when large folk whom

they do not wish to meet come blundering by." Following this quotation, the

Council asked their readers, "Why not emulate the Hobbits? Curiosity is an

ego-trip. Drop out of police riot trips, tourist curiosity trips. Disappear like

Hobbits, as swiftly and as silently as water running underground."

More was at stake than relations between hippies and the police: the mystics

cautioned that violent opposition carried negative karmic consequences for its

practitioners. Poet Harry Monroe, a contributor to the Oracle, urged fellow hippies

to become more mindful of the karmic consequences of baiting and hating the

police. "I cannot see who would be a more obvious recipient of our love and

joyousness than the very men who as police officers in the performance of their

duties enter into a conflict with us and as such are cast in the role of our enemies.

We who condone so much of our own behavior by allusive statements of love can

have no enemies. Having them, we should be by our natures compelled to love

our enemies." Monroe repeated a suggestion from Beat poet Allen Ginsberg that

"the police . . . be equipped with the words and . . . mystique of an ancient

mantra still used in India to disperse crowds. . . . And that so equipped the men

whose job it is to police our neighborhood would have a workable method . . .

while at the same time eliciting the cooperative approval of us all and in a positive

manner."

The Diggers scoffed at such reasoning. But before presenting evidence on that

point, I must introduce a necessary interpretive device: theologian, playwright,

and gay-liberation activist John Stoltenberg's concept of the manhood act, which I

will set within the framework of R. W. Connell's theoretical work on masculinity.

The Manhood Act

Connell argues that in every particular network of gender relations, there

emerges a "hegemonic masculinity" whose proponents impose "specific gender
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relations of dominance and subordination" among themselves and on other

groups of men, as well as on women. Hegemonic groups in the developed world

attribute to gay men "whatever is symbolically expelled from hegemonic

masculinity," since "gayness is easily assimilated to femininity." One of the

weapons in the ongoing struggle to maintain hegemony—or, for subordinate

groups, relative advantage over other subordinate men—is "a rich vocabulary of

abuse: wimp, milksop, nerd, . . . sissy, lily liver, jellyfish, yellowbelly, candy ass,"

and so forth. As in the Roeding Park incident treated above, the charge of

effeminacy and its reinforcement (or threat of reinforcement) through violence

sets a substantive, if context-dependent, rank order among men and affords

dominant men, collectively, a disproportionate share of whatever dividends may

be at stake in a given set of gendered relations.

Thus the accusation of effeminacy can carry profound consequences, and often

motivates men to strenuous effort to avoid stigma. Inevitably, few of the men

who relate to other men as hegemonically masculine actually meet the

qualifications of a "real man" when the hegemonic form operates as a norm.

According to Stoltenberg, this creates a crucial point of opportunity in the politics

of gender among men, making virtually all men vulnerable to the charge that

they are not really the men whom they claim to be, since anyone may, if they

dare, point out the ways in which even a dominant man deviates from the

supposed norm. This becomes progressively more likely as one proceeds toward

the bottom of masculine hierarchies, especially for adolescents and young

adults—the point in the life-cycle occupied by many of the men under study here.

As ex-SDS leader Paul Potter observed of his own awkward transition from

boyhood to manhood, "There is a period of time when the armor of [masculine]

intellectual, physical, and moral superiority is being hammered together, when

boys/men have yet to develop proficiency in maintaining the superior stance. It is

this lack of ability that creates the vulnerability . . . [and] leads men to feel 'hurt'

. . . by women. . . . It is a funny kind of hurt, but it does hurt."

Potter focused on how this vulnerability shaped relations between women and

men, motivating men to develop "mastery of the discipline of manhood—the

subjugation of womanhood."  Stoltenberg devotes particular attention to the

ways in which this vulnerability plays out among men as well. Observing that all

men "are raised to pass tests of loyalty to manhood," Stoltenberg assigns the

term manhood act to social transactions in which a man establishes his

dominance by challenging another's claims to manhood.  The other has to

choose whether and how to respond. The most frequent response is to try to

refute the challenge, thereby allaying suspicions of effeminacy.

The most easily recognizable form of this transaction comes, says Stoltenberg, in

a "moment of confrontation—when another man's threat rears up, when his
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opportunity to hurt or humiliate you becomes clear to you both." Confrontation is

not the only way to administer the challenge—one may also test a man's loyalty

to manhood by, for example, telling a joke that denigrates women or gays to see

if the other laughs, or by sexually harassing another person in the other's

presence to see if he will acquiesce or join in—as in the Tailhook scandal.

However, face-to-face confrontation serves well as an illustration.

According to Stoltenberg, there are three possible outcomes to the manhood act.

The first two seem obvious: "You lose . . . [and] he comes off more manly"; or,

"He loses . . . in such a way that he will have learned not to mess with you." The

third carries direct implications for others who may not be present. At times, the

two "contestants" cannot establish between themselves a clear winner; or,

alternately, the challenger's purpose may not be to establish his dominance over

the other, but rather to determine the other's dependability as a member of a

male group (as in Tailhook). In this instance, says Stoltenberg, the manhood act

ends in a truce in which both men "agree to put down or pick on someone else."

Thus the manhood act that results in a truce is an instance of what both

academics and popular writers have called "male bonding."  As we will see in the

next chapter, among the Diggers, the manhood act served to establish a

semblance of rank (though one that depended on situational context, and

therefore was not absolute) as men competed with one another for status within a

formally anarchist, egalitarian group. The Diggers also found the manhood act

useful in their competition for status and authority with the mystical hippies who

comprised the HIP.

The Manhood Act as Digger Weapon

The Diggers heaped scorn on the metaphysical preoccupations of the HIP heavies,

calling their masculinity into question by disparaging the effeminacy of their

newspaper, the Oracle, and the purported passivity of their politics. An

unidentified Digger wrote a letter to the Oracle likening the newspaper to a

menstrual pad, and asking whether the editors intended to continue to publish

"misinformation, outdated 'news,' fey psychedelic bullshit art and premasticated

verbal masturbation . . . , or are you going to . . . clarify what's going on[?]" The

situation in the Haight, the writer claimed, was "bigger than any of the events you

cover and it doesn't have to be lost in cloud wrapped dream visions of the

evolution of the world." The writer went on to urge the Oracle to "draw parallels

between the hippies and others who receive similar treatment from the

establishment. Give us some ideas about channels through which . . . to burn off

the guilt of our lethargy." The correspondent concluded with a reminder that

"what is public is yours, it's free. All work is play when it is done with your

brothers—Find your brothers."
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For the Diggers, pacifist nonconfrontation conceded the dignity of the free man,

which he could keep only if he actively defended his freedom against the

incursions of unjust authority. Grogan claimed that he and Billy Murcott wrote the

earliest of the Digger handbills in "reaction against the pansyness of the S. F.

Oracle . . . and the way it catered to the new, hip, moneyed class by refusing to

reveal the overall grime of Haight-Ashbury reality." Further impugning the

manhood of the HIP heavies, he recalled his intention, dating from the very

origins of the Diggers, "to antagonize the street people into an awareness of the

absolute bullshit implicit in the psychedelic transcendentalism promoted by the

self-proclaimed, media-fabricated shamans who espoused the tune-in, turn-on,

drop-out, jerk-off ideology of [Timothy] Leary and [Richard] Alpert."

Presumably, a real man would not find solitary sexual gratification necessary,

literally or figuratively.

Another, and even earlier, example of Digger resort to the manhood act to

express enmity toward the metaphysically inclined can be found in Grogan and

Murcott's response to a suggestion floated by members of HIP, who proposed that

hippies build bridges of human understanding with the police by taking cops to

dinner. Grogan and Murcott exploded with sarcasm. Employing some of their most

salacious imagery, they likened liberal capitalism's capacity to co-opt and absorb

dissent to an enormous female sexual organ that rendered dissent impotent by

engulfing the phallic rectitude of free men. Grogan and Murcott charged that,

while the HIP publicly denounced straight society's suppression of dissent as

"disgusting," their commitment to manly resistance proved wanting:

Degoutante

said mickey

kissing the cops
to hedge the bet.

"Mickey" was Michael Bowen. Then, as we saw in the previous chapter, Grogan

and Murcott set forth a long list of examples showing that the proposal to befriend

police over shared meals was no different than the bribery, graft, and favoritism

that, according to the authors, characteristic of the police as an institution

devoted to the defense of private property.

The Diggers did not confine their use of the manhood act to the printed page. If

we credit Grogan's account, he nearly struck Bowen at the end of September

1966, when he spied his rival ripping down Digger posters urging hippies to

ignore the martial-law curfew imposed during the Hunter's Point conflagration.

Grogan confronted him, yelling "What the fuck do you think you're doing[?]

Huh[?]" Bowen responded mildly, saying, "We didn't mean anything. We just

have a different way of dealing with the police," and invited Grogan and Murcott

to the Oracle office for further discussion. Murcott restrained his furious comrade,

who drew upon the vocabulary of insult described by Connell to taunt Bowen. "We
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already know your ingenious plan! You're gonna love 'em to death with fancy

suppers 'n suffocate 'em with smoke from burning incense!" A free man would

never resort to such effeminate wiles. "Well, we got our own way, see[?]" Sliding

into the tone of the playground tough, Grogan completed his portrait of Bowen's

flaccidity: "That curfew's for you! So, you better hurry home before the nasty

policemens give you all a spankin'! 'N leave our signs alone!" Although, given the

degree to which Grogan mixed fact with fiction in his memoir, we cannot be sure

that these words were spoken, we can be sure that in 1972, as Grogan finalized

his manuscript, this manhood act served as his representation of the heroic figure

of the life-actor.

Many other examples of the Diggers' use of the manhood act could be cited, but

the pattern is clear. In the days before radical feminism and gay liberation,

hippies, like men in the New Left, competed for power with gendered weapons,

absent the circumspection and constraint evident among some radical men in the

following decade.

The Limits of Rivalry

The rivalry between the HIP and the Diggers continued throughout the Diggers'

time in the Haight-Ashbury. Despite this, as noted in the previous chapter, the

two groups did cooperate in limited ways. Clearly, cooperation in the face of

outside hostility, and the looming prospect, in the spring of 1967, of thousands of

youths descending on the small enclave, helped to limit rivalry between the two

groups.

Serious though it was, their sparring also functioned as a form of catharsis,

relieving tensions that might otherwise have resulted in the collapse of the

enclave. Historian Timothy R. Mahoney argues that the development of male

subcultures in the markedly heterogeneous, rapidly growing towns of the

Mississippi River basin before the Civil War defused class conflict among a

transient population. The Haight-Ashbury enclave conceived of itself as a

community reversing the urbanization, industrialization, centralization, and

material "progress" that Mahoney's western communities had pursued a century

earlier. Still, these latter-day pioneers lived in close quarters, and some of them

carried pistols. They improvised the forms of social interaction in a community

where social authority was relatively level, and faced some of the same problems

as had their ancestors. Therefore, it seems reasonable to propose that for male

hippies as well as male residents of the Iowa frontier, tensions expressed through

the manhood act—counterbalanced, at times, by the restraining hands of men like

Murcott—dissipated some of the emotional energy that might otherwise have

found expression in internecine violence.

Rivalry-within-limits for the leadership of the counterculture shaped the
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Haight-Ashbury enclave in important ways. It pushed participants to articulate

their perspectives on countercultural politics with greater clarity, and to

accommodate their rivals when they could not be bested. Nevertheless, the manly

competition among heavies, even if kept within implicitly defined limits, clearly

exacted a cost as well. Peter Krug, owner of the handicrafts shop Wild Colors, told

an unidentified interviewer that Grogan's behavior at the meaning to harmonize

trips "wrecked the spirit" of the Haight-Ashbury "for good. . . . For the first time,

a group from the neighborhood was trying to impose their ideas on other people.

A lot of people," said Krug, "left right then."

If a commitment to the derepression of "natural" manhood served to organize the

most committed cultural radicals of the Haight-Ashbury into competing factions, it

also served as the ground on which Digger men could "find their brothers" and

compete with them to establish their relative "personal heaviness." It also played

a part in Digger men's relationships with the women of their group. The next

chapter treats the role of outlaw hip manhood in shaping the internal dynamics of

the Digger core group.
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